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Speaking Pro by Roger Love
The Speaking Pro course is an elite program for
using your VOICE to develop INFLUENCE and
become a respected and highly paid
communicator, speaker, coach, entrepreneur,
executive, or expert.
Speaking Pro is designed to help individuals use
VOICE, and the Roger Love method to become
master presenters and influencers, overcoming
the fear of public speaking, and creating
authentic and self-confident communications.
This will have a positive impact on both your
personal and professional life.
The module covers online speech training, as well as physicality and mindset. You will learn to
influence and present in multiple situations to achieve your desired outcomes. Speaking Pro will set
you up for success from one-on-one communications to online meetings, podcasts, webinars,
lectures, conferences, and speeches.
Roger Love is recognized as one of the world’s leading authorities on voice. No other vocal coach in
history has been more commercially successful in both the speaking and singing fields. He has vocally
produced more than 150 million-unit sales worldwide, written three top-selling books, created
multiple bestselling videos and online programs, and appeared as a regular in four major network
television shows

Learning Outcomes
1. Identify technology and the physical and
mental requirements needed in a variety
of communication scenarios.

4. Examine ways to enhance on-camera
performance using appropriate audio and
video technical components.

2. Distinguish how to classify types of
audiences and how to adjust
communication styles to be appropriate
for all types of presentations.

5. Interpret preparation techniques for
preparation for media interviews.
6. Distinguish the use of vocal efforts in
different networking scenario.

3. Recognize the use of effective tools and
physical/visual management of stage
presence for presentations.
Recommended Learners
 Undergraduate Students

 English as a Second Language Students

 Graduate Students
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An example of a learning event in our Leading Edge Learning modules. The types of instructional
content within the modules include: readings, videos, transcripts, audios, interactive questions, offline
application exercises, flash cards, narrated presentations, matching exercises, relevant articles,
downloads, a final exam, and other activities designed to engage learners based on recognized science
of learning educational concepts.

Applications and Best Practices
 Improve oral communication skills of
undergraduate and graduate students.

 Enhance communication skills of working
professionals.

 Include in a career center for workplace skills
development.

 Professional development for continuing
education or refresher of skills.

 Teach English communication skills to nonnative speakers.
Pricing
Module is Approximately 12-15 Learner Hours
1-100 Learners per Year

101-500 Learners per Year

500+ Learners per Year

$150 per Learner

$140 per Learner

$130 per Learner
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